®
Performance at its best.

It´s our
Future!

We care about our future.
Long lasting and recyclable:
NOWOFLON films for architecture

ISO 14001 (Environmental Management)

Films produced from
renewable raw materials

SOC

Support of various social
and environmental
projects in our region
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Employee satisfaction, long-term job
security, good working conditions, and
health protection for our employees

RE

Creating sustainable value for our
customers, our employees, our
owners, and the environment in
which we work
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Long-term and sustainable
relationships with customers
and suppliers

Recyclable films for
sustainable packaging
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Avoiding, reducing and
recycling of waste
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Committed to optimizing
our energy consumption
every year, ISO 50001
(Energy Management)

CY

Measures to prevent or reduce
environmental pollution
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Reusable shipping racks
and film cores
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Power station for electric
cars with photovoltaic
energy

Using heat from the production
process for heating the offices

Process cooling with
ground water

350 kW Photovoltaic system for
in-house energy generation

NOWOFOL is a world-market leader with Bavarian roots and
Long lasting and recyclable:
sustainability is at NOWOFLON
the core of
everything
we do. By that, we mean
films
for architecture
responsible behavior in harmony with the environment and society.
Our goal is to achieve a balance between the convergence of
Films and
produced
from demands in all
economic goals and environmental
social
renewable raw materials
business processes. That´s the only way to remain profitable in the
INN
long
run and, at the same time, contribute to the preservation of our
OV
AT for future generations.
environment
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Recyclable films for
sustainable packaging

Committed to optimizing
our energy consumption
every year, ISO 50001
(Energy Management)
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By directing our actions, in a steady
and sustainable manner, towards
Power station for electric
cars with
photovoltaic
further development, we wish
to
energy
secure NOWOFOL’s future as an
independent company and
reliable
Using
heat from the production
process for heating the offices
employer.
F Our goal is to create
E
Y
sustainable
values – values for our
G
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ENE
Process cooling
with
customers, our employees,
our
ground water
owners, and the company.
350 kW Photovoltaic system for
in-house energy generation

Sustainability at NOWOFOL
Protection of the environment has always been of great importance
to NOWOFOL. From raw material supplies to production and film
deliveries to our customers, we always pay attention to ecological
aspects such as energy, material efficiency and exhaust emissions.
We have committed ourselves to continually optimizing the
company’s energy efficiency (certification in accordance with ISO
50001) and to continually measuring and optimizing environmental
impact (certification in accordance with ISO 14001).
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environmentally-friendly film solutions. Our
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ETFE film is a long lasting building material –
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